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to install the game, simply download crysis 2 for the ps3, xbox 360 and pc via your favorite
download manager. once the download completes, double-click the installer file. the installation will

begin and you will be asked to insert your game disc, then click "yes". crysis 2 features the best
graphics available on the playstation 3, xbox 360, and pc. crytek includes several improvements to
the engine, including better effects, motion blur, and improved lighting and shadows. crysis 2 also
features a new game engine that scales to the graphics capabilities of the console. this allows for
more eye-popping graphics. crysis 2 is available in both single player and multiplayer modes. the

single-player mode follows the story of the first game, as the now-awakened prophet leads you on a
journey to save mankind. the campaign has seven levels spread across two locations. the

multiplayer mode brings new features to the series, including the ability to see your opponent
through walls and pick off enemies from the safety of your own cover. the game also features 50
ranks with five classes (nano suit, nanite, commando, heavy assault, marksman) that have five
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separate upgrades, ranging from stealth abilities to weapons. there are also five multiplayer maps,
including the original crysis level, cryengine, downtown, and new york. you can also choose which

classes you want to play, or even change your outfit during the match. there are two control
schemes for the game, a standard control scheme and an analog stick control scheme. crytek has

also implemented a crouch maneuver that allows you to take cover quicker. you can use the analog
stick or a standard controller to fire your weapon. crysis 2 also comes with the long-anticipated nano
suit technology. this allows you to activate an invisible field to hide from enemy detection and use

your weapon to silently take out foes. you can upgrade your nanosuit, allowing it to do more damage
or even allow you to move faster.
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crysis 2 features two main factions -- the hectic and the outcasts. the outcasts are a group of human
renegades that have joined forces with a race of aliens known as the grine. one of their goals is to

use the biological warfare created by the aliens to infect the human population with a virus that will
cause the entire race to turn on itself. the hectic have a somewhat different goal. they want to wipe
out the entire race of alien invader, but they're not averse to using the same biological weapons the
grine have created. both factions have their strengths and weaknesses, and the main fight is to see
which side can field the more powerful military force. the gameplay of crysis 2 is very similar to that
of the original crysis. players will be able to choose from one of three different classes. the soldier is
fast, hard-hitting, and well-armored. he can use any of his weapons, and his abilities are limited only
by his stamina. the first crysis was available at a price of $59.99 on xbox 360. this did not stop many

gamers from purchasing it. it was one of the best selling games and was given a game of the year
award. now, crysis 2 is available for a price of $49.99 on xbox 360 and $59.99 for ps3. a lot of

players are already reporting a great performance from this game, but i doubt it would be as good as
the first. the game is taking a little bit longer to download than the first game, but i am sure that is

just the servers and servers being slow. the first game was a pretty solid game for a stealth game. it
also took quite a bit of time to get used to the controls, but once you did it was very enjoyable.
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